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Private Banking Investment Outlook
Executive Summary

Dear Readers,
Asset
Attractiveness
The war in Ukraine triggered a significant
riseClass
in global
commodity prices. We expect the sharp rise in
Short
term
forecast
Erste Bank
energy prices to have a dampening effect on private consumption
and business investment in the current
year. Overall, we have slightly lowered our 2022 GDP forecast for the euro zone to 3.5%. Sharply higher
raw material prices, possible supply bottlenecks and already significantly higher interest rates should also
weigh on the US economy. This is likely to slow a strong economy based on the post-pandemic recovery.
Sales and earnings growth of listed companies will be lower in the U.S. in the coming quarters than in the
previous year. In Q1, revenue growth for S&P 500 firms should be +10.7% (y/y) and earnings growth
should be around +4.8% (y/y). The expected dividend yield for 2022 is +1.4%. In Europe, the 4Q reporting
season has been very good. Earnings were up +55.8% (y/y). Going forward, growth rates will be much
lower, partly due to the negative impact of Russia's attack on Ukraine. For 1Q, earnings are expected to
grow +19.5% (y/y) and sales by +15% (y/y). We expect the US stock market to have relative strength
compared to the European stock market, with lower volatility.

Attractiveness of asset classes
Short-term estimates of Erste Bank (updated quarterly)
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With reference to the chart „Asset Class Attractiveness”: please refer to the annex for the underlying index. Forecasts are no reliable indicator
for future performance.

Eurozone Economics
Overview

The war in Ukraine triggered a significant rise in global
commodity prices. We expect the sharp rise in energy
prices to have a dampening effect on private consumption
and business investment in the current year. By contrast,
however, the Eurozone economy should receive a
tailwind from the ongoing recovery of the services sector
after the pandemic. In addition, growth in 2022,
particularly in southern Europe, will receive considerable
support from funding under the EU recovery plan. Overall,
in the current environment, we have lowered our 2022
GDP forecast slightly to 3.5%.

In March, inflation rose to an all-time high of 7.5% y/y. As
in February, the main driver was energy prices, which rose
by 45% y/y. The rise in food prices also accelerated
further to 5% y/y. Due to the significant increase in food
prices on global commodity markets, we expect food
inflation in the Eurozone to accelerate further in the
coming months. Moreover, sustained upward price
pressure is now also evident in core inflation segments
(including cars and housing). We expect inflation to reach
6.1% in 2022.
4

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance.
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance.

Euro Fixed Income
Money Market and Government Bonds

The war in Ukraine is driving up inflation, primarily through
higher commodity prices, but at the same time it is also a
burden on the economy. The ECB must weigh up which
of these effects will be stronger in the medium term, but
this is hardly possible at present. Only the economic data
of the coming months will allow for a better assessment.
We assume that, based on the inflation outlook, a decision
will be made to end the securities purchases in the course
of the third quarter in June. Then, the ECB should wait a
bit and decide to increase the deposit rate by 0.25% in
December.
Forecast: somewhat negative

After the outbreak of the war in Ukraine initially triggered
a flight of capital into safe German government bonds, a
sell-off followed, causing yields to rise sharply. The reason
was the market's changed focus on the inflationary
pressure additionally fueled by the war. By contrast, the
downside risks to the economy are currently receiving little
attention from the markets. However, we expect that the
negative effects of the war on the economy will still be felt
and will trigger a decline in yields at medium and longer
maturities during the coming months. An improvement in
the macroeconomic environment should then cause
yields to rise again in the second half of the year.

Eurozone government bonds have shown significant price
losses since the beginning of the year. The driving factor
behind this is a significant increase in the market's
expectations of a key interest rate hike. At the beginning
of the year, a three-month interest rate of 0.07% was still
priced for December 2023. By April 8, this had risen to
1.57%. This was accompanied by an increase in future
inflation rates priced into the market (10-year Germany:
from 1.8% to 2.8%). In addition, there was also a widening
of the yield spreads for country credit risk (10 years Italy
minus Germany: from 1.34 bp to 1.69 bp). With an
effective yield of just over 1%, EUR government bonds
have now reached their highest level since the end of
2018.
Forecast: negative

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance.
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US Economics
Overview

Sharp increases in raw material prices, possible supply
bottlenecks and already significantly higher interest rates
should weigh on the US economy. This should slow down
an underlying strong economy based on the postpandemic recovery and a strong labor market. With slight
fluctuations, we expect growth rates around potential
during the coming quarters. Uncertainty is high, however,
as the war in Ukraine has only recently added to the
pressures listed above, making it still difficult to assess the
impact. Thus, there are risks that the US economy will
cool down more sharply for the time being and that the
economy will develop more erratically in the course of the
year than we currently expect.

The inflation rate in the US will continue to rise for the time
being. We expect it to exceed 8% in March. The recent
rise in commodity prices, especially oil, will be directly
reflected in inflation rates. Additional upward pressure
may come from supply bottlenecks. How long food prices
will remain this high will probably depend on the extent of
the crop failures in Ukraine. At the same time, however,
dampening factors will also have an impact on the inflation
rate. From April onward, sharp price increases from the
previous year will drop out of the calculation. From May at
the latest, we expect a decline in the inflation rate, which
should still be around 4% toward the end of the year.

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance.
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance.
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US Fixed Income
Money Market and Government Bonds

After raising the key interest rate by 0.25% to the range of
0.25-0.5% in March, we expect an accelerated approach
at the upcoming FOMC meetings. The body should decide
on rate hikes of 0.5% each in May and June. Recent
statements by central bank representatives clearly point
in this direction for us. In the second half of the year, we
expect further rate hikes totaling 1%. In May, the Fed
should also decide to reduce its balance sheet total, which
has increased by almost USD 5tn since February 2020
through securities purchases. A monthly reduction of up
to USD 95bn is being discussed.

The last few weeks on the US bond market were
dominated by rising inflation risks. The war in Ukraine has
caused commodity prices to rise sharply, and supply
shortages could further fuel inflation. This has led to a
sharp rise in yields across all maturities, with shorter
maturities being hit harder. How the US economy holds
up in this environment will be decisive for the further
course. We expect negative effects. This should reverse
some of the recent rise in yields at medium and longer
maturities. Yields on short maturities should, on the other
hand, remain high.

With the outbreak of the war, the dollar strengthened
significantly, and since then the EURUSD has been
largely determined by the development of tensions
between the West and Russia. At present, no one can
estimate how long the crisis will last. The basis for our
forecasts is an easing during the coming months. This
should weaken the dollar, as there will be less demand for
the safe-haven currency. Moreover, the negative
economic effects of the war will only be fully felt during the
coming months. As a result, expectations for US interest
rates should suffer more than those for the Eurozone,
which additionally argues for a weakening of the dollar.

With reference to the graphs (pictured above): forecasts are not a reliable indicator for future performance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
* Forecasts are no reliable indicator for future performance..
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Corporate Bonds
Investment Grade

Although the war in Ukraine is still ongoing, risk premiums
narrowed in March. At -1.6%, performance in March was
better than in February (-2.9%). However, it remains
unclear how severely and sustainably the consequences
of the war will affect companies. However, the
fundamental starting position is good. According to
consensus, the debt repayment period should improve
further in 2022 and 2023. Higher energy costs will make
production more expensive, but most sectors should be
able to at least partially offset these through price
increases. Telecoms, consumer goods, pharmaceuticals
and utilities are basic services and have stronger pricing
power.
Forecast: somewhat negative

US IG corporate bonds have shown significant price
losses since the beginning of the year. The driving factor
behind this is a large increase in key interest rate hike
expectations priced into the market. At the beginning of
the year, a U.S. key interest rate of 1.48% was still priced
for December 2023. By April 8, this had risen to 3.18%. In
addition, there was a moderate increase in the credit
spread. However, the spread level is still below the longterm average (118 bp vs. 157 bp). With an effective yield
of around 3.8%, corporate bonds have now reached their
highest level since the beginning of 2019 (exklusive March
2020). Burdening: key interest rate hikes. Supportive:

USA less affected by war in Ukraine than Europe.
Forecast: neutral

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
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High Yield Bonds
Corporate Bonds with a Speculative Rating

The negative performance in February turned positive in
March with +0.1%. Spreads are now below the level seen
before the start of the war. However, downside risks
remain: High energy costs, complexity of war aftermath,
disrupted supply chains. Increased financing costs should
only slowly be reflected in higher financing expenses. This
is because many companies have already been able to
improve their credit profiles and extend the maturities of
their financial liabilities in recent years. The speculative
default rate in Europe is expected to rise slightly by the
end of the year, but remain at a relatively low level. Less
energy-intensive and more broadly diversified companies
with stronger pricing power should remain attractive to
risk-conscious investors.
Forecast: neutral

The determining factor for the development of yields since
the beginning of the year has been the increase in key
interest rate hike expectations priced into the market.
However, the price losses of US high-yield corporate
bonds since the beginning of the year have been lower
than those of US investment grade corporate bonds. This
can be attributed to the significantly lower sensitivity
(duration) of the percentage return development on
interest rate increases. In addition, there was a moderate
increase in the yield premium for credit risk. However, the
spread level is well below the long-term average (354 bp
vs. 541 bp). With an effective yield of just over 6%, bonds
have now reached their highest level since mid-2019
(exclusive March 2020).
Forecast: somewhat positive

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
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BRIC Economics
Brazil, Russia, India and China

The impact of the war in Ukraine on real economic growth
is not clearly negative in the baseline scenario. Even
before that, however, a slight GDP contraction had been
assumed (2022: -0.5% p.a.). However, expectations for
inflation have risen (Q422: from 5% to 7.5%). The key
interest rate has been raised sharply from 2% to 11.75%
since 2021. Further hikes are likely. In contrast to many
other currencies, the Brazilian real has strengthened
significantly against the USD since the beginning of the
year (higher interest rates and commodity prices). Local
currency bonds are showing price increases, while USD
bonds are showing price losses.

Russia. The sanctions imposed by the West are hitting the
Russian economy hard. Some Russian banks have been
excluded from the SWIFT interbank messaging system.
Likewise, the foreign assets of more and more Russian
citizens (oligarchs) are frozen. A large part of the Russian
Central Bank's foreign currency reserves is also frozen. In
addition, foreign companies are pausing or terminating
relations with Russia. This means a slump in trade and
GDP (labor assumption: -7% this year), as well as a
disruption of supply chains. In order to support the
currency, the central bank raised the key interest rate to
17% (initially even to 20%). At the same time, capital
controls were introduced. In general, downside risks
remain high.
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The immediate impact of the war in Ukraine is
stagflationary. Real GDP growth is expected to be around
2 percentage points lower (2022:7% p.a.). The recovery
phase from the pandemic provides a buffer. However,
India is particularly vulnerable as a major energy importer.
Inflation could be around one percentage point higher
(2022:6% p.a.). Since the beginning of the year, the Indian
rupee has been on a downward trend. At the same time,
yields on government bonds are rising. Pressure on the
central bank to raise the key interest rate is increasing
(currently: 4%).

There are risks that the official target for real economic
growth will not be met (5% vs. 5.5%). In March, the zero
tolerance policy toward new infections led to lockdown
measures. Survey-based indicators (the purchasing
managers' indexes) point to a contraction in economic
activity in March. Officials have defined "stability" as an
important goal, mitigating downside risks. For this reason,
more economic support measures have become more
likely. Government bonds have shown slight price
increases since the beginning of the year, while the
renminbi has been moving sideways against the USD.

Emerging Market Bonds in Euro
Hedged in EUR

Negative earnings trend since the beginning of the year.
The determining factor for this was the sharp rise in yields
on US government bonds. Behind this were marked
increases in key interest rate hike expectations for the
USA, which were priced into the market. In addition, there
was an increase in the credit spread during the first weeks
of the war, but this has subsequently reverted to almost
pre-war levels. The financial environment remains
unfriendly. Increased risk aversion in markets,
strengthening of the U.S. dollar and U.S. interest rate
hikes. Higher commodity prices have mixed effects:
Negative for importers, support for exporters. However,
inflation rates will continue to rise as a result. This will
keep up the pressure for key rate hikes.
Forecast: somewhat positive

Negative return development since the beginning of the
year. Reasons: 1) Increased rate hike expectations and
yield increases in the US. Shorter duration compared to
EM government bonds helps. 2) China: intensification of
housing crisis and lockdown measures. Additional
economic support measures announced in response. 3)
At least spread widening in response to Ukraine invasion
has disappeared. The financial environment remains
unfriendly: Increased risk aversion in markets,
strengthening of the US dollar and US interest rate hikes.
Higher commodity prices have mixed effects via terms of
trade (ratio of export to import prices): negative for
importers, support for exporters.
Forecast: somewhat positive

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
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Emerging Market Bonds in Local Currency
Global and Central Europe

Since the beginning of 2021, key interest rates in the
aggregate have risen significantly (from 3% to 4.4%).
Some central banks have raised key rates due to
increasing inflation risks (Brazil, Mexico, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland). The aim is to contain a pass-through
from the current high inflation rates to inflation
expectations. The rise in commodity prices has further
increased this pressure. For this reason, yields on local
currency bonds have been trending upward since the
beginning of 2021 (currently: around 6.6%). After all, the
EM currency basket is now almost at pre-war levels
against the US dollar, following an initial marked
weakening. The currencies of commodity exporters
(Brazil, South Africa) showed a strengthening.
Forecast: somewhat positive

The sharp increases in commodity prices will keep
inflation rates at a high level in the coming months (upside
risks). High inflation rates are dampening purchasing
power. Especially in the event of supply disruptions, the
risks of recession would increase. Central banks are
under pressure to raise key interest rates (Czech
Republic: 5%, Hungary, 4.4%, Poland: 4.5%, Romania,
3%). This environment has led to a rising trend in yields.
The yield curves in Poland, the Czech Republic and
Hungary are already inverted, i.e., long-dated yields are
lower than short-dated yields (pricing in key rate cuts).
PLN and HUF have partially recovered after initial
weakening due to the outbreak of war, CZK fully.
Forecast: neutral

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
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Equities Developed Markets
Overview

The global equity index rose +3.4% in EUR terms in
March. The S&P 500 strengthened by +4.7% in EUR. The
Stoxx 600 was +0.6% higher in EUR. The outlook for
corporate sales and earnings growth is positive for 2022
in developed markets. However, risks have risen sharply
due to Russia's war of aggression on Ukraine. For this
reason, too, profit growth will be significantly lower this
year than in the previous year. Sales are expected to grow
by around +6.9% in 2022 and profits by +7.4%. We expect
a moderate upward movement of the global stock market
index in April.
Forecast: somewhat positive

Sales and earnings growth in the USA will be lower in the
coming quarters than in the previous year. In 1Q, sales
growth of S&P 500 companies should be +10.7% (y/y)
and earnings growth around +4.8% (y/y). The expected
dividend yield for 2022 is +1.4%. In Europe, the 4Q
reporting season has been very good. Earnings were up
+55.8% (y/y). Going forward, growth rates will be much
lower, partly due to the negative impact of Russia's war of
aggression on Ukraine. For 1Q, earnings are expected to
grow +19.5% (y/y) and sales by +15% (y/y). We expect
the US stock market to have relative strength compared
to the European stock market, with lower volatility.

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
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Equities Emerging Markets
Overview

The global emerging markets index declined by -1.2% in
EUR terms in March. Trading in Russian shares was
suspended. The leading indices of Brazil and India
showed strong gains, the Chinese stock market
weakened. Emerging market corporate sales should rise
+11.7% this year and profits +8.0%. The low valuation
(P/E 2022e: 11.6x) and high dividend yield (2022e: 3.3%)
reflect the heightened political and economic risks of
investing in emerging markets. We expect an upward
movement of the global emerging markets index in April.
Forecast: neutral

14

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.

Alternative Investments
Real Estate, Gold and Commodities

The real estate market continues to be robust. While
transaction volumes continue to rise (by 54% to around
USD 1.3 trillion in 2021 - according to a study by Jones
Lang LaSalle) and the easing measures in the wake of the
Covid19 pandemic are starting to boost demand in the
office, retail and hotel sectors, new leases in the office
sector are still well below pre-Corona levels. In any case,
vacancy rates have left their upward trend and are starting
to stabilize below 15%. From a sector perspective,
investor interest continues to focus on residential (31%),
followed by office (25%) and logistics (22%).
Forecast: neutral

The gold price rose by +2.6% in EUR terms in March.
Negative real yields in the U.S. and Europe continue to
have a strong supportive effect on the gold price. With the
expected moderate rise in government bond yields, real
yields should rise slightly but remain in negative territory.
Slowing global corporate earnings momentum and
increased geopolitical and economic risks should support
gold demand. We expect the gold price to rise moderately
in April.
Forecast: neutral

The Ukraine crisis has caused pronounced price
increases in commodities. Overall, the index for industrial
metals has risen by 22% since the beginning of the year,
that for energy by 50% and that for agricultural goods by
25% (source: Bloomberg Commodity Price Indices).
Russia is a leading producer of oil, gas, metals and grain.
The latter also applies to Ukraine. Western sanctions have
exempted commodity exports to a large extent, but
Western companies are boycotting Russia in part to
mitigate legal risks. An important reason for energy price
increases is the risk premium for volume restrictions by
the West or by Russia. Actual supply stoppages remain a
significant risk.
Forecast: neutral

With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for the
underlying index.
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Overview of Key Asset Classes
YTD Performance
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With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. This performance
representation has little validity due to its short duration. Please refer to the annex for the underlying index.

Overview of Key Asset Classes
5 Year Performance
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With reference to the performance graphs: past performance is not a reliable indicator of future peformance. Please refer to the annex for
the underlying index.

Index-Guide
Overview

Euro Money Market

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Currency 3-Month LIBOR Constant Maturity Ind - Total Rtn Idx Val

Euro Government Bonds AAA-AA

• The BofA Merrill Lynch AAA-AA Euro Government Index - Total Rtn Idx Val

Euro Government Bonds Investment Grade

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Government Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

Euro Government Bonds Inflation-Linked

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Inflation-Linked Government Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

US Mortgage-Backed Securities

• The BofA Merrill Lynch US Mortgage Backed Securities Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

Euro Corporates Investment Grade

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro Corporate Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

US Corporates

• The BofA Merrill Lynch US Corporate Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

Euro High Yield

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Euro High Yield Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

US High Yield

• The BofA Merrill Lynch US High Yield Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

Emerging Market Bonds in Hard Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Global Emerging Markets Sovereign Plus Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

Emerging Corporates in Hard Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Global Emerging Markets Credit Index - Tot RI Val Hedged in Euro

Emerging Market Bonds in Local Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Local Debt Markets Plus Index - Total Rtn Idx Val - TOT RETURN IND in Euro

CEE Governmnet Bonds in Local Currency

• The BofA Merrill Lynch Eastern Europe Government Index - Total Rtn Idx Val in Euro

Equites Developed Markets

• Developed Markets Datastream Market - TOT RETURN IND in Euro

Equities Europe

• Europe Datastream Market - TOT RETURN IND in Euro

Equities North America

• North America Datastream Market - TOT RETURN IND in Euro

Equities Japan

• Japan Datastream Market - TOT RETURN IND in Euro

Equities Emerging Markets

• Emerging Markets Datastream Market - TOT RETURN IND in Euro

Real Estate

• REAL INVEST AUSTRIA T - TOT RETURN IND

Gold

• Gold Bullion LBM U$/Troy Ounce in Euro

Hedge Funds

• Credit Suisse All Hedge Euro

Commodities

• Bloomberg- Commodity Ind TR - RETURN IND. (OFCL) in Euro
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Disclaimer
This is a marketing message and no investment research. It has
been not prepared in compliance with the legislation promoting
independent investment research and is not subject to a trading ban
following the dissemination of investment research.
The financial products are offered to the public in Austria. The Final
Terms deposited with the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA)
as well as the Base Prospectus including supplements, if any,
constitute the only legal basis for these financial products and are
therefore exclusively binding. A base prospectus was prepared and
approved by the Austrian Financial Market Authority (FMA) in
accordance with the provisions of Directive 2003/71/EC of the
European Parliament and the Council, Commission Regulation (EC)
No 809/2004, and Section 7 (4) of the Austrian Capital Markets Act
[Kapitalmarktgesetz/KMG]. For certain investment products, socalled "packaged investment products" within the meaning of
Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 (PRIIPs Regulation), the law
prescribes a key information document ("KID") in addition, which sets
out the key features of the relevant financial product. The complete
information on the relevant financial product [Base Prospectus, Final
Terms, Supplements, if any, Key Information Document ("KID"), if
any] are available free of charge at the registered office of the Issuer,
Am Belvedere 1, 1100 Vienna during normal business hours. An
electronic version of the documents is also available on the website
of Erste Group Bank AG: www.erstegroup.com/emissionsen. Please
also note the WAG 2018 Customer Information of your bank.
This is an advertisement. The information is not binding. Printing
errors reserved. This document is intended to provide additional
information to our investors and is based on the knowledge of the
creators of the copy at the time of going to press. Our analyses and
conclusions are of a general nature and do not consider the individual
needs of our investors in terms of returns, taxation or risk tolerance.
They do not constitute an investment recommendation. Please note
that apart from the described opportunities investing in securities
also entails risks. Past performance allows no reliable conclusions
regarding future developments. The financial product and the related
product documentation may not be offered, sold, resold, delivered or
published, directly or indirectly, to natural or legal persons whose
domicile/residence is in a country where this is prohibited by law. This
applies in particular to the following countries: Australia, United
Kingdom, Japan, Canada and the United States of America
(including "US Persons" as defined in Regulation S under the
Securities Act 1933 as amended from time to time).
The following important legal information refers to the Erste
Group Research contributions on page 3 et seq.
Other information:
The publication on the above pages was created by Erste Group
Bank AG or one of its affiliates (jointly referred to as "Erste Group")
and represents other information as defined in the Circular Letter of
the Financial Market Authority concerning information including
marketing communications pursuant to the Austrian Securities
Supervision Act [WAG] 2007). This publication is intended as an
additional source of information for interested investors and
represents only general information, information about product
design or macroeconomic information, without any sales promotion
statements. It does not constitute a marketing communication as
defined in Article 36 (2) of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565
because no sales incentives are included. This publication is for
information only.

This publication is no investment research as defined in Article 36 (1)
of Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565. It has been not prepared in
compliance with the legislation promoting independent investment
research and is not subject to the trading ban following the
dissemination of investment research. This publication solely serves
the purpose of non-binding and additional information and is based
on the state of knowledge of the persons entrusted with its
preparation at the time of going to press. The contents of this
publication are subject to change without prior notice. The publication
does not constitute investment advice or an investment
recommendation, nor an offer or a recommendation, nor an invitation
to tender for the purchase or sale of a security or financial product,
nor its inclusion in a trading strategy. The information contained in
this publication comes from publicly available sources which are
believed to be reliable by Erste Group, without, however, having
necessarily been verified by independent third parties. Although
Erste Group classifies the sources claimed by it to be reliable, Erste
Group (including its agents and employees) makes no warranty,
neither explicit nor implied, and assumes no liability with respect to
completeness or accuracy of the content of this publication or to the
effect that it is up to date. In this publication Erste Group may use
hyperlinks to other web pages.
However, hyperlinks to other web pages shall not mean that Erste
Group agrees with their content. Neither an entity of Erste Group, nor
a member of the executive board or supervisory board, a director or
managing director, an executive or any other employee of an entity
of Erste Group shall be liable for any costs, losses or damages of
any kind (including consequential or indirect damages or lost profit)
which arise due to reliance on the content of this publication. All
opinions, estimates or forecasts reflect the current assessment of the
author(s) at the time of publication and do not necessarily represent
the opinion of Erste Group. They are subject to change without prior
notice at any time. Erste Group is under no obligation to update,
modify or supplement this publication or to inform the recipients in
any other way in the case that a circumstance or opinion, estimation
or forecast contained in the publication changes or no longer applies.
The performance of securities or financial instruments in the past
allows no reliable statement regarding their future performance.
Accordingly, no warranty can be given for the future price, value or
return of any of the financial instruments or their issuers as
mentioned in this publication. Though the forecasts mentioned in this
publication are based on assumptions that are based on objective
data, they are not a reliable indicator of the future performance of a
security or financial instrument. Erste Group, its affiliates, the
members of its management(s), their executives and/or employees
may hold or trade long or short positions in the financial instrument(s)
referred to in this publication. Erste Group may, for its own account,
enter into transactions in these financial instruments with or act as a
market maker for clients, or provide or offer investment banking
services to issuers. It may also be represented by representatives on
the executive board, other bodies or committees of those entities.
Erste Group may also act on or otherwise use the information or
conclusions contained in this publication before they are received by
the recipients. This publication is subject to the copyright of Erste
Group and may not be reproduced, distributed or transmitted in
whole or in part to unauthorized persons without the written consent
of Erste Group. Upon acceptance of this publication the recipient
agrees to be bound by the above provisions.
For more information regarding conflicts of interest please click here.
As of April 2022
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